We present a system, TransProse, that automatically generates musical pieces from text. TransProse uses known relations between elements of music such as tempo and scale, and the emotions they evoke. Further, it uses a novel mechanism to determine sequences of notes that capture the emotional activity in text. The work has applications in information visualization, in creating audio-visual e-books, and in developing music apps.
Introduction
Music and literature have an intertwined past. It is believed that they originated together (Brown, 1970) , but in time, the two have developed into separate art forms that continue to influence each other. 1 Music, just as prose, drama, and poetry, is often used to tell stories. 2 Opera and ballet tell stories through music and words, but even instrumental music, which is devoid of words, can have a powerful narrative form (Hatten, 1991) . Mahler's and Beethoven's symphonies, for example, are regarded as particularly good examples of narrative and evocative music (Micznik, 2001) .
In this paper, for the first time, we present a method to automatically generate music from literature. Specifically, we focus on novels and generate music that captures the change in the distribution of emotion words. We list below some of the benefits in pursuing this general line of research:
• Creating audio-visual e-books that generate music when certain pages are opened-music that accentuates the mood conveyed by the text in those pages. 1 The term music comes from muses-the nine Greek goddesses of inspiration for literature, science, and arts.
2 Music is especially close to poetry as songs often tend to be poems set to music.
• Mapping pieces of literature to musical pieces according to compatibility of the flow of emotions in text with the audio characteristics of the musical piece.
• Finding songs that capture the emotions in different parts of a novel. This could be useful, for example, to allow an app to find and play songs that are compatible with the mood of the chapter being read.
• Generating music for movie scripts.
• Appropriate music can add to good visualizations to communicate information effectively, quickly, and artfully. Example 1: A tweet stream that is accompanied by music that captures the aggregated sentiment towards an entity. Example 2: Displaying the world map where clicking on a particular region plays music that captures the emotions of the tweets emanating from there.
Given a novel (in an electronically readable form), our system, which we call TransProse, generates simple piano pieces whose notes are dependent on the emotion words in the text. The challenge in composing new music, just as in creating a new story, is the infinite number of choices and possibilities. We present a number of mapping rules to determine various elements of music, such as tempo, major/minor key, etc. according to the emotion word density in the text. We introduce a novel method to determine the sequence of notes (sequences of pitch and duration pairs) to be played as per the change in emotion word density in the text. We also list some guidelines to make the sequence of notes sound like music as opposed to a cacophonous cascade of sounds.
Certainly, there is no one right way of capturing the emotions in text through music, and there is no one right way to produce good music. Generating compelling music is an art, and TransProse can be improved in a number of ways (we list several advancements in the Future Work section). Our goal with this project is to present initial ideas in an area that has not been explored before.
This paper does not assume any prior knowledge of music theory. Section 2 presents all the terminology and ideas from music theory needed to understand this paper. We present related work in Section 3. Sections 4, 5, 6, and 7 describe our system. In Sections 8 and 9, we present an analysis of the music generated by our system for various popular novels. Finally in Section 10 we present limitations and future work.
Music
In physical terms, music is a series of possibly overlapping sounds, often intended to be pleasing to the listener. Sound is what our ears perceive when there is a mechanical oscillation of pressure in some medium such as air or water. Thus, different sounds are associated with different frequencies. In music, a particular frequency is referred to as pitch. A note has two aspects: pitch and relative duration. 3 Examples of relative duration are whole-note, half-note, quarter-note, etc. Each successive element in this list is of half the duration as the preceding element. Consider the example notes: 400Hz-quarter-note and 760Hz-wholenote. The first note is the sound corresponding to 400Hz, whereas the second note is the sound corresponding to 760Hz. Also, the first note is to be played for one fourth the duration the second note is played. It is worth repeating at this point that note and whole-note do not refer to the same concept-the former is a combination of pitch and relative duration, whereas whole-note (and others such as quarter-note and half-note) are used to specify the relative duration of a note. Notes are defined in terms of relative duration to allow for the same melody to be played quickly or slowly.
A series of notes can be grouped into a measure (also called bar). Melody (also called tune) is a sequence of measures (and therefore a sequence of notes) that creates the musical piece itself. For example, a melody could be defined as 620Hz-half-note, 1200Hz-whole-note, 840Hz-half-note, 660Hz-quarter-note, and so on. There can be one melody (for example, in the song Mary Had A Little Lamb) or multiple melodies; they can last throughout the piece or appear in specific sections. A challenge for TransProse is to generate appropriate sequences of notes, given the infinite possibilities of pitch, duration, and order of the notes.
Tempo is the speed at which the piece should be played. It is usually indicated by the number of beats per minute. A beat is a basic unit of time. A quarter-note is often used as one beat. In which case, the tempo can be understood simply as the number of quarter-notes per minute. Consider an example. Let's assume it is decided that the example melody specified in the earlier paragraph is to be played at a tempo of 120 quarter-notes per minute. The total number of quarter-notes in the initial sequence (620Hz-halfnote, 1200Hz-whole-note, 840Hz-half-note, and 660Hz-quarter-note) is 2 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 9. Thus the initial sequence must be played in 9/120 minutes, or 4.5 seconds.
The time signature of a piece indicates two things: a) how many beats are in a measure, and b) which note duration represents one beat. It is written as one number stacked on another number. The upper number is the number of beats per measure, and the lower number is the note duration that represents one beat. For example, a time signature of 6 8 would mean there are six beats per measure, and an eighth note represents one beat. One of the most common time signatures is 4 4 , and it is referred to as common time.
Sounds associated with frequencies that are multiples or factors of one another (for example, 440Hz, 880Hz, 1760Hz, etc) are perceived by the human ear as being consonant and pleasing. This is because the pressure waves associated with these sounds have overlapping peaks and troughs. Sets of such frequencies or pitches form pitch classes. The intervals between successive pitches in a pitch class are called octaves. On a modern 88-key piano, the keys are laid out in increasing order of pitch. Every successive 12 keys pertain to an octave. (Thus there are keys pertaining to 7 octaves and four additional keys pertaining to the eighth octave.) Further, each of the 12 keys split the octave such that the difference in frequency between successive keys in an octave is the same. Thus the corresponding keys in each octave form a pitch class. For example, the keys at position 1, 13, 25, 37, and so on, form a pitch class.
Similarly keys at position 2, 14, 26, 38, and so on, form another pitch class. The pitch classes on a piano are given names C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#, A, A#, B. (The # is pronounced sharp). The same names can also be used to refer to a particular key in an octave. (In an octave, there exists only one C, only one D#, and so on.) The octaves are often referred to by a number. On a standard piano, the octaves in increasing order are 0, 1, 2, and so on. C2 refers to the key in octave 2 that is in the pitch class C. 4 The difference in frequency between successive piano keys is called a semitone or Half-Tone (Half for short). The interval between two keys separated by exactly one key is called Whole-Tone (Whole for short). Thus, the interval between C and C# is half, whereas the interval between C and D is whole. A scale is any sequence of pitches ordered by frequency. A major scale is a sequence of pitches obtained by applying the ascending pattern: Whole-Whole-Half-WholeWhole-Whole-Half. For example, if one starts with C, then the corresponding C major scale consists of C, D (frequency of C + Whole interval), E (frequency of D + Whole interval), F (frequency of E + Half interval), G, A, B, C. Major scales can begin with any pitch (not just C), and that pitch is called the base pitch. A major key is the set of pitches corresponding to the major scale. Playing in the key of C major means that one is primarily playing the keys (pitches) from the corresponding scale, C major scale (although not necessarily in a particular order).
Minor scales are series of pitches obtained by applying the ascending pattern: Whole-HalfWhole-Whole-Half-Whole-Whole. Thus, C minor is C, D, D#, F, G, G#, A#, C. A minor key is the set of pitches corresponding to the minor scale. Playing in major keys generally creates lighter sounding pieces, whereas playing in minor keys creates darker sounding pieces.
Consonance is how pleasant or stable one perceives two pitches played simultaneously (or one after the other). There are many theories on what makes two pitches consonant, some of which are culturally dependent. The most common notion (attributed to Pythagoras) is that the simpler the ratio between the two frequencies, the more consonant they are (Roederer, 2008; Tenney, 1988) .
Given a particular scale, some have argued that the order of the pitches in decreasing consonance is as follows: 1st, 5th, 3rd, 6th, 2nd, 4th, and 7th (Perricone, 2000) . Thus for the C major-C (the base pitch, or 1st), D (2nd) , E (3rd), F (4th), G (5th) , A (6th) , B (7th)-the order of the pitches in decreasing consonance is-C, G, E, A, D, F, B. Similarly, for C minor-C (the base pitch, or 1st), D (2nd), D# (3rd), F (4th), G (5th), G# (6th), A# (7th)-the order of pitches in decreasing consonance is-C, G, D#, G#, D, F, A#. We will use these orders in TransProse to generate more discordant and unstable pitches to reflect higher emotion word densities in the novels.
Related Work
This work is related to automatic sentiment and emotion analysis of text (computational linguistics), the generation of music (music theory), as well as the perception of music (psychology).
Sentiment analysis techniques aim to determine the evaluative nature of text-positive, negative, or neutral. They have been applied to many different kinds of texts including customer reviews (Pang and Lee, 2008) , newspaper headlines (Bellegarda, 2010) , emails (Liu et al., 2003; Mohammad and Yang, 2011) , and tweets (Pak and Paroubek, 2010; Agarwal et al., 2011; Thelwall et al., 2011; Brody and Diakopoulos, 2011; Aisopos et al., 2012; Bakliwal et al., 2012) . Surveys by Pang and Lee (2008) and Liu and Zhang (2012) give a summary of many of these approaches.
Emotion analysis and affective computing involve the detection of emotions such as joy, anger, sadness, and anticipation in text. A number of approaches for emotion analysis have been proposed in recent years (Boucouvalas, 2002; Zhe and Boucouvalas, 2002; Aman and Szpakowicz, 2007; Neviarouskaya et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2009; Bollen et al., 2009; Tumasjan et al., 2010) . Textto-speech synthesis employs emotion detection to produce speech consistent with the emotions in the text (Iida et al., 2000; Pierre-Yves, 2003; Schröder, 2009) . See surveys by Picard (2000) and Tao and Tan (2005) for a broader review of the research in this area.
Some prior empirical sentiment analysis work focuses specifically on literary texts. Alm and Sproat (2005) analyzed twenty two Brothers Grimm fairy tales to show that fairy tales often began with a neutral sentence and ended with a happy sentence. Mohammad (2012) visualized the emotion word densities in novels and fairy tales. Volkova et al. (2010) study human annotation of emotions in fairy tales. However, there exists no work connecting automatic detection of sentiment with the automatic generation of music.
Methods for both sentiment and emotion analysis often rely on lexicons of words associated with various affect categories such as positive and negative sentiment, and emotions such as joy, sadness, fear, and anger. The WordNet Affect Lexicon (WAL) (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004 ) has a few hundred words annotated with associations to a number of affect categories including the six Ekman emotions (joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise). 5 The NRC Emotion Lexicon, compiled by Mohammad and Turney (2010; 2013) , has annotations for about 14000 words with eight emotions (six of Ekman, trust, and anticipation). 6 We use this lexicon in our project.
Automatic or semi-automatic generation of music through computer algorithms was first popularized by Brian Eno (who coined the term generative music) and David Cope (Cope, 1996) . Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983) authored a seminal book on the generative theory of music. Their work greatly influenced future work in automatic generation of music such as that of Collins (2008) and Biles (1994) . However, these pieces did not attempt to explicitly capture emotions. Dowling and Harwood (1986) showed that vast amounts of information are processed when listening to music, and that the most expressive quality that one perceives is emotion. The communication of emotions in non-verbal utterances and in music show how emotions in music have an evolutionary basis (Rousseau, 2009; Spencer, 1857; Juslin and Laukka, 2003) . There are many known associations between music and emotions:
• Loudness: Loud music is associated with intensity, power, and anger, whereas soft music is associated with sadness or fear (Gabrielsson and Lindström, 2001 ).
• Melody: A sequence of consonant notes is 5 http://wndomains.fbk.eu/wnaffect.html 6 http://www.purl.org/net/NRCemotionlexicon associated with joy and calm, whereas a sequence of disconsonant notes is associated with excitement, anger, or unpleasantness (Gabrielsson and Lindström, 2001 ).
• Major and Minor Keys: Major keys are associated with happiness, whereas minor keys are associated with sadness (Hunter et al., 2010; Hunter et al., 2008; Ali and Peynirciolu, 2010; Gabrielsson and Lindström, 2001; Webster and Weir, 2005 ).
• Tempo:
Fast tempo is associated with happiness or excitement (Hunter et al., 2010; Hunter et al., 2008; Ali and Peynirciolu, 2010; Gabrielsson and Lindström, 2001; Webster and Weir, 2005) . Studies have shown that even though many of the associations mentioned above are largely universal, one's own culture also influences the perception of music (Morrison and Demorest, 2009; Balkwill and Thompson, 1999) .
Our System: TransProse
Our system, which we call TransProse, generates music according to the use of emotion words in a given novel. It does so in three steps: First, it analyzes the input text and generates an emotion profile. The emotion profile is simply a collection of various statistics about the presence of emotion words in the text. Second, based on the emotion profile of the text, the system generates values for tempo, scale, octave, notes, and the sequence of notes for multiple melodies. Finally, these values are provided to JFugue, an open-source Java API for programming music, that generates the appropriate audio file. In the sections ahead, we describe the three steps in more detail.
Calculating Emotion Word Densities
Given a novel in electronic form, we use the NRC Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2010; Mohammad and Turney, 2013) to identify the number of words in each chapter that are associated with an affect category. We generate counts for eight emotions (anticipation, anger, joy, fear, disgust, sadness, surprise, and trust) as well as for positive and negative sentiment. We partition the novel into four sections representing the beginning, early middle, late middle, and end. Each section is further partitioned into four sub-sections.
The number of sections, the number of subsections per section, and the number of notes generated for each of the subsections together determine the total number of notes generated for the novel. Even though we set the number of sections and number of sub-sections to four each, these settings can be varied, especially for significantly longer or shorter pieces of text.
For each section and for each sub-section the ratio of emotion words to the total number of words is calculated. We will refer to this ratio as the overall emotions density. We also calculate densities of particular emotions, for example, the joy density, anger density, etc. As described in the section ahead, the emotion densities are used to generate sequences of notes for each of the subsections.
Generating Music Specifications
Each of the pieces presented in this paper are for the piano with three simultaneous, but different, melodies coming together to form the musical piece. Two melodies sounded too thin (simple), and four or more melodies sounded less cohesive.
Major and Minor Keys
Major keys generally create a more positive atmosphere in musical pieces, whereas minor keys tend to produce pieces with more negative undertones (Hunter et al., 2010; Ali and Peynirciolu, 2010; Gabrielsson and Lindström, 2001; Webster and Weir, 2005) .
No consensus has been reached on whether particular keys themselves (for example, A minor vs E minor) evoke different emotions, and if so, what emotions are evoked by which keys. For this reason, the prototype of Transprose does not consider different keys; the chosen key for the produced musical pieces is limited to either C major or C minor. (C major was chosen because it is a popular choice when teaching people music. It is simple because it does not have any sharps. C minor was chosen as it is the minor counterpart of C major.)
Whether the piece is major or minor is determined by the ratio of the number of positive words to the number of negative words in the entire novel. If the ratio is higher than 1, C major is used, that is, only pitches pertaining to C major are played. If the ratio is 1 or lower, C minor is used.
Experimenting with keys other than C major and C minor is of interest for future work. Furthermore, the eventual intent is to include mid-piece key changes for added effect. For example, changing the key from C major to A minor when the plot suddenly turns sad. The process of changing key is called modulation. Certain transitions such as moving from C major to A minor are commonly used and musically interesting.
Melodies
We use three melodies to capture the change in emotion word usage in the text. The notes in one melody are based on the overall emotion word density (the emotion words associated with any of the eight emotions in the NRC Emotion Lexicon). We will refer to this melody, which is intended to capture the overarching emotional movement, as melody o or M o (the 'o' stands for overall emotion). The notes in the two other melodies, melody e1 (M e1 ) and melody e2 (M e2 ), are determined by the most prevalent and second most prevalent emotions in the text, respectively. Precisely how the notes are determined is described in the next sub-section, but first we describe how the octaves of the notes is determined.
The octave of melody o is proportional to the difference between the joy and sadness densities of the novel. We will refer to this difference by JS. We calculated the lowest density difference (JS min ) and highest JS score (JS max ) in a collection of novels. For a novel with density difference, JS, the score is linearly mapped to octave 4, 5, or 6 of a standard piano, as per the formula shown below:
The function r rounds the expression to the closest integer. Thus scores closer to JS min are mapped to octave 4, scores closer to JS max are mapped to octave 6, and those in the middle are mapped to octave 5. The octave of M e1 is calculated as follows:
That is, M e1 is set to:
• an octave higher than the octave of M o if e 1 is a positive emotion,
• an octave lower than the octave of M o if e 1 is a negative emotion,
• the same octave as that of M o if e 1 is surprise or anticipation.
Recall that higher octaves evoke a sense of positivity, whereas lower octaves evoke a sense of negativity. The octave of M e2 is calculated exactly as that of M e1 , except that it is based on the second most prevalent emotion (and not the most prevalent emotion) in the text.
Structure and Notes
As mentioned earlier, TransProse generates three melodies that together make the musical piece for a novel. The method for generating each melody is the same, with the exception that the three melodies (M o , M e1 , and M e2 ) are based on the overall emotion density, predominant emotion's density, and second most dominant emotion's density, respectively. We describe below the method common for each melody, and use emotion word density as a stand in for the appropriate density. Each melody is made up of four sections, representing four sections of the novel (the beginning, early middle, late middle, and end).In turn, each section is represented by four measures. Thus each measure corresponds to a quarter of a section (a sub-section). A measure, as defined earlier, is a series of notes. The number of notes, the pitch of each note, and the relative duration of each note are determined such that they reflect the emotion word densities in the corresponding part of the novel.
Number of Notes: In our implementation, we decided to contain the possible note durations to whole notes, half notes, quarter notes, eighth notes, and sixteenth notes. A relatively high emotion density is represented by many notes, whereas a relatively low emotion density is represented by fewer notes. We first split the interval between the maximum and minimum emotion density for the novel into five equal parts (five being the number of note duration choices -whole, half, quarter, eighth, or sixteenth). Emotion densities that fall in the lowest interval are mapped to a single whole note. Emotion densities in the next interval are mapped to two half-notes. The next interval is mapped to four quarter-notes. And so on, until the densities in the last interval are mapped to sixteen sixteenth-notes (1/16 th ). The result is shorter notes during periods of higher emotional activity (with shorter notes making the piece sound more active), and longer notes during periods of lower emotional activity.
Pitch: If the number of notes for a measure is n, then the corresponding sub-section is partitioned into n equal parts and the pitch for each note is based on the emotion density of the corresponding sub-section. Lower emotion densities are mapped to more consonant pitches in the key (C major or C minor), whereas higher emotion densities are mapped to less consonant pitches in the same scale. For example, if the melody is in the key of C major, then the lowest to highest emotion densities are mapped linearly to the pitches C, G, E, A, D, F, B. Thus, a low emotion value would create a pitch that is more consonant and a high emotion value would create a pitch that is more dissonant (more interesting and unusual).
Repetition: Once the four measures of a section are played, the same four measures are repeated in order to create a more structured and melodic feeling. Without the repetition, the piece sounds less cohesive.
Tempo
We use a 4 4 time signature (common time) because it is one of the most popular time signatures. Thus each measure (sub-section) has 4 beats. We determined tempo (beats per minute) by first determining how active the target novel is. Each of the eight basic emotions is assigned to be either active, passive, or neutral. In TransProse, the tempo is proportional to the activity score, which we define to be the difference between the average density of the active emotions (anger and joy) and the average density of the passive emotions (sadness). The other five emotions (anticipation, disgust, fear, surprise, and trust) were considered ambiguous or neutral, and did not influence the tempo.
We subjectively identified upper and lower bounds for the possible tempo values to be 180 and 40 beats/minute, respectively. We determined activity scores for a collection of novels, and identified the highest activity score (Act max ) and the lowest activity score (Act min ). For a novel whose activity score was Act, we determined tempo as per the formula shown below:
Thus, high activity scores were represented by tempo values closer to 180 and lower activity scores were represented by tempo values closer to 40. The lowest activity score in our collection of texts, Act min , was -0.002 whereas the highest activity score, Act max , was 0.017.
Converting Specifications to Music
JFugue is an open-source Java API that helps create generative music. 7 It allows the user to easily experiment with different notes, instruments, octaves, note durations, etc within a Java program. JFugue requires a line of specifically-formatted text that describes the melodies in order to play them. The initial portion of the string of JFugue tokens for the novel Peter Pan is shown below. The string conveys the overall information of the piece as well as the first eight measures (or one section) for each of the three melodies (or voices). K stands for key and Cmaj stands for C major. This indicates that the rest of the piece will be in the key of C major. The second token controls the volume, which in this example is at the loudest value (16383). V0 stands for the first melody (or voice). The tokens with the letter T indicate the tempo, which in the case of this example is 180 beats per minute. The tokens that follow indicate the notes of the melody. The letter is the pitch class of the note, and the number immediately following it is the octave. The number following the slash character indicates the duration of the note. (0.125 is an eighth-note (1/8th), 0.25 is a quarter note, 0.5 is a half note, and 1.0 is a whole note.) We used JFugue to convert the specifications of the melodies into music. JFugue saves the pieces as a midi files, which we converted to MP3 format. 8
Case Studies
We created musical pieces for several popular novels through TransProse. These pieces are available at: http://transprose.weebly.com/finalpieces.html. Since these novels are likely to have been read by many people, the readers can compare their understanding of the story with the music generated by TransProse. Table 1 presents details of some of these novels.
Overall Tone
TransProse captures the overall positive or negative tone of the novel by assigning an either major or minor key to the piece. Peter Pan and Anne of Green Gables, novels with overall happy and uplifting moods, created pieces in the major key. On the other hand, novels such as Heart of Darkness, A Clockwork Orange, and The Road, with dark themes, created pieces in the minor key. The effect of this is pieces that from the start have a mood that aligns with the basic mood of the novel they are based on.
Overall Happiness and Sadness
The densities of happiness and sadness in a novel are represented in the baseline octave of a piece. This representation instantly conveys whether the novel has a markedly happy or sad mood. The overall high happiness densities in Peter Pan and Anne of Green Gables create pieces in an octave above the average, resulting in higher tones and a lighter overall mood. Similarly, the overall high sadness densities in The Road and Heart of Darkness result in pieces an octave lower than the average, and a darker overall tone to the music. Novels, such as A Clockwork Orange, and The Little Prince, where happiness and sadness are not dramatically higher or lower than the average novel remain at the average octave, allowing for the creation of a more nuanced piece.
Activeness of the Novel
Novels with lots of active emotion words, such as Peter Pan, Anne of Green Gables, Lord of the Flies, and A Clockwork Orange, generate fastpaced pieces with tempos over 170 beats per minute. On the other hand, The Road, which has relatively few active emotion words is rather slow (a tempo of 42 beats per minute).
Primary Emotions
The top two emotions of a novel inform two of the three melodies in a piece (M e1 and M e2 ). Recall that if the melody is based on a positive emotion, it will be an octave higher than the octave of M o , and if it is based on a negative emotion, it will be an octave lower. For novels where the top two emotions are both positive, such as Anne of Green Gables (trust and joy), the pieces sound especially light and joyful. For novels where the top two emotions are both negative, such as The Road (sadness and fear), the pieces sound especially dark.
Emotional Activity
Unlike the overall pace of the novel, individual segments of activity were also identified in the pieces through the number and duration of notes (with more and shorter notes indicating higher emotion densities). This can be especially heard in the third section of A Clockwork Orange, the final section of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, the second section of To Kill a Mockingbird, and the final section of Lord of the Flies. In A Clockwork Orange, the main portion of the piece is chaotic and eventful, likely as the main characters cause havoc; at the end of the novel (as the main character undergoes therapy) the piece dramatically changes and becomes structured. Similarly, in Heart of Darkness, the piece starts out only playing a few notes; as the tension in the novel builds, the number of notes increases and their durations decrease.
Comparing Alternative Choices
We examine choices made in TransProse by comparing musical pieces generated with different alternatives. These audio clips are available here:
http://transprose.weebly.com/clips.html.
Pieces with two melodies (based on overall emotion density and the predominant emotion's density) and pieces based on four melodies (based on the top three emotions and the overall emotion density) were generated and uploaded in the clips webpage. Observe that with only two melodies, the pieces tend to sound thin, whereas with four melodies the pieces sound less cohesive and sometimes chaotic. The effect of increasing and decreasing the total number of sections and subsections is also presented. Additionally, the webpage displays pieces with tempos and octaves beyond the limits chosen in TransProse. We also show other variations such as pieces for relatively positive novels generated in C minor (instead of C major). These alternatives are not necessarily incorrect, but they tend to often be less effective.
Limitations and Future work
We presented a system, TransProse, that generates music according to the use of emotion words in a given piece of text. A number of avenues for future work exist such as exploring the use of mid-piece key changes and intentional harmony and discord between the melodies. We will further explore ways to capture activity in music. For example, an automatically generated activity lexicon (built using the method proposed by Turney and Littman (2003) ) can be used to identify portions of text where the characters are relatively active (fighting, dancing, conspiring, etc) and areas where they are relatively passive (calm, incapacitated, sad, etc) . One can even capture nonemotional features of the text in music. For example, recurring characters or locations in a novel could be indicated by recurring motifs. We will conduct human evaluations asking people to judge various aspects of the generated music such as the quality of music and the amount and type of emotion evoked by the music. We will also evaluate the impact of textual features such as the length of the novel and the style of writing on the generated music. Work on capturing note models (analogous to language models) from existing pieces of music and using them to improve the music generated by TransProse seems especially promising.
